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THE INFIARED BSORPTION AND 
FORCE CONSTANTS OF THE BORATE ION 

INTRODUCT ION 

The infrred absorption spectrum is well known s a 

source of information concerning the structure of a mole- 

Cule. Since Its initial use in l9l+ by Bjerrum (,pp.737- 

753), its application has grown with the Investigation of 

1ncre'sing numbcrs of comounds. Accompny1ng this in- 

crease in interest, there has been a corresDonding 1m- 

provernent in experiment1 techniques nd aptmratus and a 

development of more powerful theoretical methods. At the 

present time, infrared spectroscopy occuoies a position of 

unsurpassed imoorta.nce in molecular structure studies. 

The method of interpreting the infrared spectrum 

varies with the compound being :xEmined. For reltively 

simcle ond highly symmetric molecu1s the theory of groups 

and the sophistic ted FG mtrix method developed by 

E. B. 1lson, Jr., re used to great advantage. When 

these methods ca.n be used much detailed infornation con- 

cerning the geometry of the molecule, the stiffness of the 

bonding, etc., can be obtained. As the molecule becomes 

larger or less symmetric, these methods become Impractical 

and the em:;iricrl method of chrracteristIc frequencies must 

be relied upon. This method Is based upon the assumption 

that the bonding, and therefore thi: frequencies, of a 



group chrnge little from molecule to molecuic. ïithough. 

this is often szt1sfctory appro7imtion, it is by no 

merns strictly pccurnte nd 3ie1ds much 1ers inforrxirtion 

about the molecule than does the former method. 

The bor'te ion (BO), the object of tFis study, is for- 

tunrtely vcry simple nd symmetric, so tht much detriled 

infornr-tion bout its structure cn be hoped for. This ion 

i11 be stìdid In the crtt11ine ztcte s the s:1ts of 

sonie trivaj.ent. These solid srlts form certrin cryctri 

1ttices which presents opportunity to test the dipole- 

dipole coupling theory recently developed by Decius 

(1O,pp.129O-l29-i.) to explin phenomenon observed in the 

spectr of crrbonrtes md nitrates which occupy these seme 

types of crrstr1 lttice. Thus further irferrrrtion mry be 

contributed concerning the nture of the forces cting be- 

tween neighboring molecules. This theory siso rffords 

meïns of cricu1ting the ipoie derivrLiva, nd therefore 

bond moments in the molecule. Since .his method is indo- 

pendent both of intensity rnersurements of the infrred pb- 

sorption nd of direct dipole mesurements, this dt' 

should be of corsiderrble interest to those engrg d in 

these ltter studies. 
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THE STRUCTTJBE OF BORATES 

Boron nd oygen unite In sever1 different ways to 

form a number of diffcrent negrtive Ions. The term 

"borates" j often used to designi te selts of these ions 

as a group. hen used in the singular form, the name 

borrte refers specificiiy to the BO ion, and the term 

will be used in this sense throughout this paper. The BO 

ion is also sometimes referred to as the orthoborEte ion. 

Among the other boron-oxygen ions are BO, the rnetaborete 

ion; B2O, the pyroborte ion; the tetraborate ion; 

and B5010 , the entaborrte ion. 

The BO ion seldom occurs as a discrete, isolated unit. 

In an early ttempt to prepare compounds of this nature, 

Carmen (5,pp.2-i-53) added boric acid to aqueous solu- 

tions of trivalent me tal hydroxides. Instead of the de- 

sired results, he obtained compounds of erniric-1 formula 

M2B6012, M2B}O9, nnd M2B206, where M is some triv1ent 

metal. 

No systematic investigation of borate structures ias 

yet been reoorted. Studies of individual compounds does, 

however, contribute a pîrtial knowledge. Compounds con- 

taining discr te BO ions have ben rú::ortd by two 

authors. In 1931, Zachariasen (3+,pp.281-3O2) made an X- 

ray study of the mineral hambrgite, Be2BO3(OFi), in which 
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he observed the iso1zted borrte ion. Further results 

showed the ion to be 'lenar, with the boron atom occupying 

the center of n approximately equiltera1 tring1e formed 

by the three oxygen atoms. The following year, 

Goldschmidt and Hauptmann (12, pp.53-72) reported an X-ray 

study of the borates of 1nthanum, indium, nd scandium. 

The synthetic difficulties encountered by Canneri were 

avoided by subjecting dry mixtures of boric acid and the 

met.l oxide to high tempera tures. Here again nonorneric 

BO; ions were found and were seen to be planar end sym- 

metricri. The crystl structurs of these compcunds were 

found to be similar to structures of certain carbonates 

and nitrates. SeBO3 and InBO3 were seen to form the rhom- 

bohedral lttice of the calcite modification of CaCO3 and 

of NaNO3. LaBO3 was found to crystllize in the pseudo- 
heegonl orthorhombic aragonite structure of CaCO3 and 

siso of KNO3, SrCO3 and BaCO3. 

A cse in which the BO3 group occurs is thrt cf boric 

acide H3B03. The -rsy evidence of Zachariasen (35,pp.150- 
161) shows the crystrl structure to corsist of a layer let- 

tice of h: gons1 symmetry. Each boron rtom ws found to 
be covalently bonded to three ceplanar oxygen atoms and 

each oxygen atom covalently bonded to one boron atom and 

connected by hydrogen bonds to two other oxygen atoms. 

Several spectroscopic investigations (1,pp.218-219; 20, 



pp.135-139; nd 27,pp.9-11) of this compound h .. rye been re- 

ported. rphe spectre. obt1ned show high degree of corn- 

piedty in contrst with the very simple spectrum expected 

for the discrete BO3 group. This trises mrinly from the 

hydrogen bonding hich modifies the vibrrtionl fre- 

quencies of the BO3 group and contributes addItional rb- 

sorption. Ps a result, a complete annlysis of the boric 

acId spectrum hs not as yet been accomplished. 

The BO3 group may also exist in a combined form by 

sharing oxygen atoms. Such is the case In the pyroborrte 

ion which is formed by tTo BO3 groups shrring a single 

oxygen. Compounds of an empirical metaborete composition 

commonly occur s infinite chrins or as discrete ring 

structures. Both of these arrangements contain BO3 groups 

formed by each group sharing to oxygen atoms. These 

cases sho con plicated absorption spectra which make an 

analysis difficult. 

The spectroscopic studies of boron-oxygen compounds 

through 1939 have been summarized by Hibben (16,pp.113-125), 

Sen and Gupta' (28,pp.33-13) investigated the Infrared ab- 

sorption of borates of lithium, potassium, magnesium, cop- 

per and lead, each of an empirical formula %B03 or 

M' referring to the monovalent metals and M" to 

the divalent metals, Plthough they refer to a borate ion 

analogous to the nitrate and carbonate ions, the complexity 



of the retorted spectr cirly indictes the EO ion was 

not oresent s a discrete unit. 

In an attemot to observe the discre.e borte ion, 

Hibben (16,pp.118-120) studied the Raman spectra of sev- 

eral aqueous solutions of boric cid and sodium hydroxide. 

The results of this work were only partially successful as 
only partial assignment of the frequencies was possible. 

The most recent spctroscoic work to be recorted on 

borates is that of Duval and Lecornte (ll,pp.101-103). 

These authors investig ed the infrared spectra of divalent 

metal borates of emoirical formula M3(B03)2. Ígain the 

specbra are more complicated thn can be explained on the 

basis of the planar, symmetric, discrete BO ion. They 

suggest an explanation based on the linkage of two or more 

borate ions through the boron atoms to form ethane or pro- 

pane-like structures. However, a detailed analysis was 

not presented. 

The oroblem or bonding in the borte ion hes been 

attacked by Pauling (23,pp.210-212). The tianar syrnmetri- 

cal structure suggests sp2 hybridization of the boron 

electrons. Carborwte like resonance (Figure i-a) leads 

to a B-O distance of 1.37 A, which is slightly larger than 

the re.:orted l.35A. Furthermore, this leads to a formal 

negative charge on the boron atom which is electropositive 

with respect to o;ygen. To remedy this situation, Pauling 



has suggested resonance of the thre ecu1vclent struc- 

tures of the type s;own in Figure lb is more likely. 

FIGURE 1 

POSSIBLE RSON NCE STRUCTURES OF THE BORÎ TE ION 

li t 
:0: 

(a) (b) 

7 



THE .íNfLYSIS OF INFRARED SPECTRA 

NORMI\L VIBRATIONS 

The absorption of energy in the infrared region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum Is assigned to molecular vibra- 

tion and rotation. If the rotation or vibration tkes 

place in such a manner as to ;roduce a variation in the 

dipole moment of the molecule, lt is said to be infrred 

active. This variation occurs with the frequency of the 

motion and allows the molecule to Interact with an elec- 

tromagneIc field in such a manner as to absorb energy 

corresponding to this frequency. If the molecule has no 

dir.ole mcent and the vlbrr:tIon produces none, no inter 

action is possible and no absorption occurs. 

The determination of the structure of a molecule 

through its infrared spectrum Is brs1c 'ly a trial and 

error process. A reasonable model of the molecule is 

assumed and, by the application of group thoory and the 

use of selection rules, Its specrm is predicted. The 

correctness of this model Is judged by the success with 

which the predicted spectrum cn be correlated with the 
observed spectrum. Once the correct model has been found, 

one ma.y procead to calculate force constants for the mole- 

cule. The find step is often precluded, either by a lack 

of sufficient data, by the comolexity of the molecule 



which renders the problem 1mprctica1, or by both, 

At this point lt Is approor1te to discuss briefly the 

prediction of the spectruni and the eva1ut1on of force 

constants as applied to the borate ion. A polyatomic 

o1ecu1e excutes a very convlicated vibrtion31 motion. 

In a molecule composed of N atoms there are 3N degrees of 

freedom, three of which are transLtionrl and three (two 

for liner molecules) rotationl. The remaining 3N-6 

(3N-; for linear molecules) degrees of freedom are vibra- 

tional, and the actuel vibrationr'l mction of the molecule 

is formed by superposition of these vibra.ions. These 

3N-6 vibrations re termed the norm»l vibrations of the 

molecule and fulfill the following special conditions: 

each atom osc1llats about its equilibrium position with 

a sirnole harmonic motion; the frequency and phase of each 

coordinate is the srme, aihough the amplitudes may dif- 

fer. As a result of these conditions, each atom reaches 

its maximum displacement and returns to its equilibrium 

position at the same time. The problem now at hand is of 

finding these norrml modes and the coordinates, clied 

norml coordinates, which describe them. 

If the amplitudes of the vibrtional motions are 

smdi, the complete potentiel energy expression can be e- 

prnded in a Taylor series in oowers of coordinrtes q1, 

which give the dispcement of the atoms from their 
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equilibrium ositions. Thus 

3N 

(v\ 2V=2V +2 
o 

q1 / 
1=1 

3N 2 

2 : 

(v \qq 4 ___I i j 
j, 1,jl 

The zero of energy may be chosen so that the equilibrium 

energy, V, is zero. ts this is also the minimum of 

energy, all first derivatives are zero. Higher terms in 

the potential energy 4ll involve third and higher powers 

of the q's, and, since the q's are assumed small, these 

terms can be neglected. The final expression is then: 

2V = b1q1q 

i,j=l 

f è2v 
b., 

qjqj)0. 

If the q's are the mass-eightcd c:rtesian displacement 

coordinates, q1 = T1X], q2 = Ï1A9 , q3 

= (i2Lx2, etc., then the kinetic energy may be ex- 

pressed as: 

(2) 

2T= '1q (3) 
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The classical equations of motion in Lagrangian form are: 

d ¿T \ 
= O k = l,2,.....,3N () dt 

Introducing the xpressions for T and V gives 

+ b1q1 0. 

i 

(5) 

If the potential energy expression involves no cross-pro- 

ducts qjqj, the equations of motion cn be solved to give 

solutions: 

° 
sin ( 'fi t + ¿ ), k = l,2,....,3N (6) 

kk k 

where the q's are amplitude contsnts and the are 

phase constants of integration. 

It is possible to eliminate the cross-products in the 

potential energy by introducing new coordinates Q , the 

normal coordinates. In these terms 

3N 

2T = (7) 

2V= 
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and solutions of the equations of otion would be 

Q= (t + , 1= l,2,..,.,3N. (8) 

If only one normal coordinate is excited, say Q1, it will 

vary in accordance with Equation (8). Since the q's are 

related linearly to the Q's by the expression 

3N 

B Q1, 

each of the q's will vary as 

where 

= sin ( 
t + 

o 
= 

(9) 

k = 1,2,....,3N, (10) 

6ubstitution or tiese equations into the equtions or 
motion (5), yields the equations 

(b - )A = 05 

(0 ij 
ij 

i i = j. 

(il) 



1.3 

This is a st of siultaneoua, homo nou linear equattons 

and the detormnant of the coefficients must vanish for a 

fonti ivi: i solution. 

b21 b22 b2,31 

e e s e. C C S e * e 5 C * S SS SSS SS5 e 

b b ....b 
311,1 3N,2 3N,3N 

=0 (12) 

The above discussion is bÀ entirely on c1ssics1 
mechanics. It Is of interest to note that the observed 

fundamental spectrum according to quantum mecLr rtica gives 

exectl7 the frequencies 1) which appear in the cisssic1 

theory. he wave eqution for the nuclear motion of a 

molecule is 

v 
8r2 

(13) 

where 
Lì 

is the nuclear wave function and is the vi 

brtional energy. In 'terms of the norm: 1 coordirktes vith 

the kinetic and otenti1 energies as given in equation 

(7) the wave eqution hs te form 

2 3N6 2 3N-6 
h - iii i - 
8 + kk V V V' (l) 

k=1 k=1 



The use of normal coordinates allows separntion of equa- 

tian (l+) into 3N-6 equations, one for erch normal coordi-. 

nate, Putting 

= 1(i) + W(2) + .... + W(3N-6) 

and (l5) 

= Q2), 3N-6) 

gives the equations 

h2 d2 
+ = W(k) (16) 

81t2 dQ 2 

This is the wave equation for the one-dimensional harmonic 

oscillator, for which it cn be shown (2+,pp.67-73) that 

the energy levels are given by 

= (y 
k 

+ )h i.) 

k' 
(17) 

where y is quantum number and i) is the classical 
K k 

frequency of the kth normal mode of vibration. Since 

X1 = L1. 
2 ,j2 where 1J is the frequency of motion, 

experimental values of the V may allow evz1uation of the 

force constants bu of the potential energy expression. 

CLASSIFICATION OF NORMAL VIBRATIONS 

The number of normal vibrations and symmetry type of 

each one can be determined from considerations of the sym- 

metry and geometry of the molecule. This subject has been 

discussed by a number of authors (3,pp.7l-914. and 



32,pp.77-168) and only the pr1ncipl results will be given 

here. 

For every molecule possessing symietry there is set 

of geometric opertions, c11ed covering operations, which 

cn be performed on the molecule so that equlvslent atoms 

occupy the same points In space as in the originally 

assumed equilibrium configuration. For the borate ion, 

these operations are: the identity operation (E); a ro- 

tation of 120° either wy about an axis perpendiculr to 

the plane of the ion and passing through the center of 

gravity (2C3); a rotation of 1800 about each of three axes 

in the plane of the ion passing through the boron atom and 

one of the oxygen atoms (3C2); a reflection in the plane 

of the ion ( h' 
eìch of the C3 operations followed by a 

reflection In a plane perpendicular to tile cxis of the ion 

and including the axis of rotation (283); and reflection 

through each of three 'ianes perpendicular to the plane 

of the ion and containing a C3 axis (3Q ). This set of 

operations comprises a group (in the mathematical sense), 

called a point group. The set of operations described for 

the borate ion constitute the point group designated by 

the symbol D3h. 

It can be shown by the methods of group theory 

(32,pp.92-1O1) that there are only six types of vibration 

possible for any molecule possessing D3h symmetry. Of 



these, four (those designated by the symbols .A, A", 

and A") re nondegenerate and two (E' and E") are 

doubly degenerate. 

In order t find the distribution of the normal modes 

among the different symmetry species, lt is necessary to 

know the characters % (R) corresponding to each symmetry 

operation R for each symmetry species. These characters 

are the sums of the diagonals of the matrices which are 

the irreducible representations of the group and can be 

obtained by group theoretical methods (26,pp.3l7-3+6 and 

32,pp.312-333) quite apart from the problems of molecular 

vibrations. The table of characters for the D point 
3h 

group Is given in Thble 1. 

The number of modes n of' symmetry species Y is 

given by the formula 

(Y) 

X (R)2((R)) (18) n 
g 

R 

where g is the order (number of operations) of the group 

and %(R) is found by the equation 

X(R) = U(R)(i + 2 cos ç) rotation 
(19) 

X(R) = U(R)(-1 + 2 cos ) rotation-reflection, 

where U(R) is the number of atoms left unmoved by the sym- 

metry operation R, and is the angle of rotation in the 



TABLE i 

CALCULATION OF NORMAL MODES AND ACTIVITIES OF THE BORATE ION 

(Y) 
E 2C3 3C2 283 U "r IB R 

i i i. i i. 1 0 0 1 * 

i i -.1 1 1 -1 i 0 i O 

E' 2 -1 0 2 -1 0 3 1 0 2 * 

A 1 1 i -.1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 

1 1 -1 -1 -.1 1 2 1 0 1 * 

E" 2 -1 0 -.2 1 0 1 0 1 0 * 

O /3 '2 O 133 
95 

3 0 -1 i -2 1 ±i+2eos95 
1 2 1 2 u(R) 

12 0 -2 -2 2 

6 0 2 2 2 2 2cos95(±i+2cos95) 



operRtion. With the aid of these formu1s, the determl- 

nation of the nwnber of motions belonging to ereh symmetry 

species is quite simple as can be seen from the following 

ca1cultion for the species 

ROE) 
= (1/12) {(12)(2)(l) + (0)(-l)(2) + (-2)(0)(3) 

+ ()(2)(1) + (-2)(1)(2) + (2)(0)(3) =3(20) 

This, and the results for the remaining five symmetry spe- 

cies are given along with the table of characters in 

Table 1. 

This calculation includes the modes of translation and 

rotation as well as those of vibration, and it is necessary 

to subtract these from the above value if the numbr of vi- 

brations only of each symmetry type is to be found. The 

characters of translation are given by 

= i + 2 cos (21) 

and those of rottion as a motion of the molecule by 

(22) 

where the (±) sign is (+) for rotation as a symmetry opera- 

tion and (-) for rotary-reflections. Substitution of 

these characters for (R) in equation (18) gives the nurn- 

bers of translations or rotations of each symmetry type. 

The remaining motions are those of vibration, the distri- 

bution of all three types is shown in Table 1. The actual 
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form of the ncrm1 vibrrtions is shcvn in Figure 1. 

To determine thich of the vibrrtion types are ctive 

in the irfrc'red or the Remen spcctrr one makes use of cer- 

tain selection rules. The ch&rcter of the dipole moment 

is the same as that for trnrisltion of the molecule 

= ± 1 + 2 cos 

The selection rule for infrred absorption is then 

= O inactive 
(± i + 2 cos ) X(r) 

o active. 
(23) 

R 

The charcter of the polarizability of a molecule is given 

= 2 cos (± 1 + 2 cos (2+) 

giving as a selection rule for the Raman effect 

= O inactive 

2 cos ( i + 2 cos )X(R) (25) 

O active. 

Application of these equations to the borate ion shows the 

infrared spectrum to consist of three absorptions corres- 

ponding to one nondegenerte vibration of species A" and 
2 

two doubly d3generrte vibrutions of type E'. The Raman 

spectrum should also show three absorptions, one due to 

the nondegenerte J\{ vibrrtion and two to the degenerate 



'-'j 

FIGURE 2. THE FORM OF THE NORMAL VIBRATIONS 

OF THE BORATE ION. 

"I 

E' 

E 
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E' vibrtions. In the Raman effect the degenerate E" vi- 

bration may also be active, but none is possible for this 

particular molecule. 

The selection rules given above are based on the iso- 

lated atom and are strictly valid only for gases. As will 

be seen later, certain modifications are necessary in the 

discussion of crystalline materials. 
SYMMETRY COORDINATES 

Very powerful mathernaLical methods for determining the 

frequencies of vibration have been developed, especially 

by lÑilson (3O,pp.lO1+7-lO2 and 3l,pp.76-8-t-), and have been 

discussed by several authors (21,ppl3-27 and 32,pp.51+-207). 

These methods, which employ group theory, make use of the 

symmetry of the molecule to factor the secular equation. 

Thus, they are particularly adapted to molecules containing 

a high dgree of symmetry and several equivalent atoms, of 

which the borate ion is an excellent example. 

To make full use of these methods, it is necessary, 

for molecules containing N atoms, to construct 3N-6 sym- 

metry coordinates which are linear combinations of the 

internal coordinates. In general, 

si = TJjkSk, (26) 

where 
S 

is the jth symmetry coordinate and is the 
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coefficient or the kth internal coordine, the summation 

being taken over all of the equivalent internal coordi- 

nates. The internal coordinates are chnges in inter- 

atomic dlstpncss and changos in bond angles. For the 

planar BO3 ion they are: s1 = ¿r1, 
2 

= ¿r2, 53 = tsr, 

= ¿cC 
2 2' 3 

= and ¿ , the dis- 

placement of the boron atom from the piane of the three 

oxygen atoms. These coordinates are suiLable for use in 

FIGURE 3. 

INTERNAL COORDINATES FOR T BORATE ION 

generrllzed valence force field where forces act only be- 

tween bonded atoms. Since it will be necessry to con- 

struct coordinates for a genra1ized centrai force field 

also, internal coordinates suitable for this case 'i1i al- 

so be defined. Here, the and ¿ remain the same, but 

the are replaced. by u, vlere u is the chenge in 

O-O d1stnce. 
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The choice of the linear combinations must be such 

that the symmetry coordinate transforms according to the 

characters of the vibration type concerned. They must al- 

so satisfy normalization and orthogonality conditions. 

Suitable symmetry coordinates for the valence force field 

are: for the Â vibration, 

i 

S = -(s + S2 + 53) (27) iA' 
for the A1' vibration 

2 ' 

and for the E' vibrations, 

i 

53a = r(2s1 - 2 - s3) 

i 
S 

= - s3) 3b 

S (2 
2 

3) 

= 
2 

- 

(28) 

(29) 

That the symmetry coordinates transform properly can 

be seen by the following examples. If the covering opera- 
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tions of a point group (here D3h) sre applied to nonde 

generate symmetry coordinte, the coordinyte will trEns- 

form into itself or its negtive. When the identity 

operion E is performed, the molecule remains unmoved and 

etch Internal cocr mate trsnsforms into Itself. Thus, 

(E)S1 = (s + + s3) = + S1. (30) 

Performing the C operation transforms s1 into s2, s2 into 

s3, and s3 into s1. Therefore, 

i 

(C)S1 = (s2 + s3 
+ = + 

S1. (31) 

Performance of the remaining operations on S stow 

that jn each case it transforms into itself, giving +1 as 

the character of ech transfornrtion. Insction of the 

table of characters for the D3h point group shows that the 

characters of the A vibration are lso ali +1, indicatIng 

the correct transformation of the S1 coordinate. Í simI- 

lar treatment of S2 shows It to tr'nsforrn properly. When 

the covering operations are applied to one of a pair of 

degenerate symmetry coordinates, lt is transforrnd Into a 

lInear combination of the two coordinates forming the pair. 

Thus, when the operation is performed on the S3 and 

33b coordinates, one obtains 



(C)S 
i 

-s -s)A3 +BS 33a 2 3 1 3a 3b 

(32) 
i 

(C)S3b = - s ) = A'S + B'S 
3 1 3a 3b 

Substituting for he 
53a 

and 
83b 

and eque ting coefficients 

one obtains, 

-i r3 
= , B = -, 

2 2 

The sum of the elements along the principie diagonal of 

the matrix 

(J 

B j. 

-1 
\A' B' J 

/ 2 2 

gives the character (-i) under C3 in Table i for type E' 

vibrations, Similar application of the other operations 

gives the correct transformation for 
33a 

and S3. 

The norrnlization condition for the ith coordinate is 

k 

(2 
= 1, (33) 



Thus, for 

(i_\2 fi \2 f\2 
+ t + &-I =1. 

The orthogonclity condition requires that 

tl1Ui = O. 

where I and j refer to different symmetry coordinates. 

For and 

Ii' Il\ fi\ 
tt- (0) +1.-\ (o) +- (0) + (0)(i) = O. 

\T3) VT 

Application to the remaining symmetry coordinates shows 

that they also srtisfy these requirements. 

(31F) 

Symmetry coordinates In the centrai force field may be 

constructed In a similar manner. Suitable linear combi- 

nations among the internai coordinates ere found to be 

1 

Si = 
(s1 + s2 + s3), 

2 

i 

S = - (2s - s2 - s3), (35) 3a 
«rg 

i 
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53b - 2 
53), 

i 
= (2u1 - u2 - u3), 

i - (u - u 
2 

3). 

A relationship between the two sets of coordintes will 

prove useful. S1, S2, and S3b are the same in both 

cases. The relntion between the en 8b can be ob- 

tined from Figure 3 and the law of' cosines, by which 

(R1 + u1)2 = (r3 + s3)2 + (r2 + 52)2 (36) 

- 2(r3 + s3)(r2 + s2)cos(c(1 + 

where = r = r3 =1 .. Expansion of this eqution with 

neglect of' quadratic terms in the small quantities u1, s2, 

S3 sin gives: 

u 
1 2 

(s2+s3)+Ä. (37) 

u2 and u3 are given by simple permutation of the indices. 

Substitution of these relations for the u's in and 51ft 

give the generai relations 

i 

= - - Sa(GVF) +_- S (GVF) (38a) 
2 

and 
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Sb(GCF) = - - S3b(GVF) + -Sh(GVF). (38b) 

THE FORCE CONSTANT MATRIX 

A general expression for the potentil energy has been 

given previously (Equation 3). This expression is more 

conveniently given in terms of the internal coordinates s, 

for which 

3N-6 

2V = 1S1S. (39) 

i,j=i 

Before this expression cn be written, it is necessary to 

make sorne assumptions concerning the forces acting within 

the molecuJe. A convenient and often used assunìtion is 

that of generalized valence forces (GVF), in which forces 

act only bet:een bonded atoms. Then, using the internal 

coordinates defined previously for this case, the potential 

function for the borate ion Is 

2V r5(s 4 s + s) + 2t(s1s2 4 23 ssL) 

+ 2( 2 f) + 2 

+ 123 + 3?' 2(sii + 22 (LfQ) 

+ s3 3) + 2L j(s1 
2 

2 Ç 

+ i 

2 13 ¿ 

However, it will be advantageous to express the 



potential energy in ter:ns of the symmetry coordinctes. 

In generai, 

3N-6 

2V 
= 

(+1) 

i, j=l 

where Sj and Sj are the s:vrnmetry coordinates. Since the 

symmetry coordinates are linear combinations of the in-. 

ternal coordinates, the can be determined in terms 

of the matrix equation 

('f2) 

where U is the transformation matrix between internal 

and symmetry coordinates and U' is the transpose of U. 

For the A vibration, the appropriate part of the U 

matrix is 

Sl 
fri Ç2 

cS 

i i i TJ=S - - - O O O O - i 
¶3 IJ (1+3) 

and U' is thus the column matr!x 

i i 

r3'' 13 1 (1+1+) 

_ 
, O, O, O, O 

From the potential energy expression, 



S S 9 
T) 

9 
I 

s 
A 
's 

'' 
s s3 

T) 

9 

2 0 

j3 

(1+5) 

p 

sp 

o o o o o o 

Then, by matri7 niultipi.icrtion one obtains for the type 

vibration 

= ( 
+ (1+6) 

By sini1ar neans one obtains for vibrrtion 

= (t22) = (1+7) 

and for te E' type vibrstions 

'p33 s 

= (1+8) 

41 sp - - 

Since the G matrix In he kinetic energy expression is 



more simply determined in the generalized central force 

(GCF) fiold the force constant mtrx will be determined 

for this case. As the force constnts are more often 

given for the valence force cse, a reiatïon between the 

two will be determined so that the values determined for 

the borate ion may be more readily compared with those for 

similar molecules. Using the different set of internal 

coordina;es defined for the GOF ease, the potential energy 

of the borate ion becomes 

2 2 2 
2V f5(S1 + 5 + + f'(S $p + 23 + s ii:. 

+ u,u + u + f (u2 + u2 + 2f'(u1u2 u1) ul 2 

+ 2fsu(SiUl+ s2u2+ s3u3) + Z' (s u + s u 
su 12 23 

(1+9) 

+su +su +su +su)+f ¿2 
31 21 32 13 

This potential funcbin may also be expressed in terms of 

the symmetry coordinates. In general, 

3N-6 

2V = F151S (yo) 

i,j=i 

The F1 can be found in terms of the f by the same 

method used prevIously. One finds 



and 

-.fl) 

F =f +2f' 
11 s s 

F22 = f , 

t 

33 s s 

F =F =f -f', 3)+ )+3 su su 

(51) 

F =f -f'. 
u u 

The F1 are related to the by the expression 

= L' ' 
(52) 

where T is the matrix which trensforms the GVF symmetry 

coordinates into the GCF symmetry coordinates, and T' is 

the transpose of T. The T matrix is given by 

i o o o 

o i o o 

C) 0 1 0 

o 

Carrying out the operations gives the results 

= 

22 = F22 

(53) 



= F33 - Ç3F3i4. + 

= (1/2)F3 - 

= (5k) 

iiE G MAIRIY 

It hs been shown (3O,pp.1O1+7-1O2) that the kinetic 

energy of vibration crn be 'ritten s ' function of the 

internal coordina tes in the form 

2T =' (g1) s (55) 
tt' t t' 

ttt 

In practice one does not cI:terrnine the coefficients 

-1 -i 
(C but ratner the g,, where trie rnatri g is 

the matrix inverse to g. The gft, are conveniently given 

In terms of vectors , associrted with the rtom o and 

the Intern.' i coordin te s. In these terms, 

= 
' 

t and t' refer to the internai coordinates and is 

the reciprocal of the mass of the o th atom. 

The vectors can be expressed In terms of unit vec- 

tors directed along the lines joining the various atoms of 
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the molecule. e12 is thus a unit vector directed from 

atom i towards atom 2. Referring to Figure 3 and labeling 

the internal coordinates by 
i 

= s1, s2 = = 

s = u1, s = u2, s6 = u3, s7 = ¿ , for the B-O stretches 

= 

S22 

S32 = 

for the O-O stretches 

- 
s1 - ej41 

S2 = 

S3) = - 

S3 e23, 
1+2= - e23, 

553 = e3, s51= - 

S61 = e21, s62= - e21, 

and for the out-of--plane motion of the boron atom 

= s72 = s73 = (1/3) , where is a unit vector 

perpendicular to the plane of the three oxygen atoms. 

Then, applying equation (51) one obtains for earnp1e 

g11 lf1 ' i) 
S 

=)A1+ pi, 

g12 = )f( 
5LF1 

= ,pcos ( 
TT/3) (58) 

= -(1/2) ,*, etc. 



Carrying out the remaining terms and remembering that 

= 
= = 

and = .L, one obtains for the 

complete g matrix 

B Ö 2./0 LL O 
1/0 

/oJi 
- jJ.0 O o 

-i/o 

-& j)Lp )lo+frL 
A O O 

û Th 
-,LL )J.B ¶ *)° ±»Lo O 

O I 

j1 
fL 2&bk&o O 

û b i:1Lt0 )ko 
O 

o o O C) C) 

(;9) 

Again it is convenient to transform the g matrix in- 

to a matrix G in terms of the symmetry coordinates. 

Since the gjj transform in the same manner as the 

this can be accomplished by the equation 

(60) 

where the U and U' have the same significance as before. 

This results in the velues 
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G11 = 

G22= /iB+(l/3)J13 

G33 + (3/2) (61) 

G3 = GLf3 = (- Ç/2) 

= (3/2) 

\hen larger, more complicated molecules re to be con- 

sidered, the method of obtaining the g1 described here is 

at best laborious. Fortunately, this can be avoided by 

reference to the convenient tabulation of general formulas 

for g1. for acyclic molecules by Decius (7,pp.1025-103)+). 

SOLUTION OF TiU SECULAR EQUATION 

Numerical values of the force constants F1 can be ob- 

tained by solving the secular equation. Substitution of 

the potential and kinetic energies in terms of the sym- 

rnetry coordinrtes into the eqution of motion yields a 

secular equation of the form 

- 
= 0. (62) 

:r the present case, the equation Is 
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G11F11- 
), 

O O O 

O G22F22-X o o 

=0 
o O G33F33+G3,1.F3-) G33F3+G3)F 

o o G3F33+GF3 (63) 

In this simple form the equation is easily solved by direct 

expansion of the secular deterrninrnt. The results are 

= 

A2 = 

+ = G33F33 + 2G3.f.F3 + GF (6'+) 

= (G33F33 + G3F3)(GF + G3iF3i) 

- (G33F3. + G3Fi.j.3.)(G3F33 + GF3i), 

where X. = LfT2C2 Lo c.. being the frequency in terms 

of cm. Substitution of the previously determined ex- 

pressions for the gives 

X1 = 

= + 

+ = F33 + p0F33 - 3F +1 
(;) 

3+ 2 

= (3 + r0)(F33F -F). 



A g1nce at equations (6) shows that there are five 

unknowns (F11, F22, F33, F3 and F) and only four quan- 
titles ( 

2' 3 
an X) which can be experlmentelly 

determined. Thus, lt is Impossible to obtain independent 

solutions for pli five force constnts. This problem can 

be allevited, however, by the substitution of an Isotope 

for a constituent etoni This has the effect of cusing a 

shift In the frequency of vibration (and thus changes X ) 

while the force corst-nts remain unaffected. In this man- 

ner, sufficient information can often be obtained to allow 

full evaluation of all the constants involved. 

THE ISOTOPE EFFECT 

As has just been seen, it is often desirable to studf 

molecules In which one or more atoms have been replaced by 

an isotopic atom of the same element. In this case, lt is 

assumed th he potential energy function and the con- 

figuration of the molecule are ch'nged by negligible 

amounts. Ho'evr, the mass change may bring about an ap- 

preciable change in the freauency of vibration. This 

change is described mathematically by the Teller-Redlich 

product rule (lf,pp.23l-232 and 32,pp.l83-l8+), which can 

be written as 

I t 
L111\1m2 1M \ I' i' ...i_I (i (66) 

l2 "f 21 _______ = 
') i) ) ') 
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Here, the prime refers to the isotopic molecule; the rn1 

are the masses of the representative atoms of the various 

sets; oL , ........ are the numbers of vibrations each 

set contributes to the symmetry type considered; N is the 

total mass of the molecule; t is the number of transla- 

tions of the symmetry type; I>, I,,, and are the mo- 

ments of inertia about the x, y, and. z axes through the 

center of mass, and cÇ, ¿ are i or O depending on 

whether or not the rotation about the x, y, z axis is a 

non-genuine vibration of the symmetry type considered. 

For the borate ion, use of fable i shows this equation 

to reduce to 

/ in in' + 3m I I 

W2 \/ rn mß + 3m L&) L)4 

or, in terms of the reduced masses, 

L); /3 
. (68) 

W2 3J* ).L0 

Also, for the syametrical stretching vibration 

i= W1 . (69) 

EFFECT OF THE CRYSTALLINE STATE 

In the preceding discussion, it has been assumed that 

the molecule is in a state of isolation, as is practically 
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the cnse for molecules of' gs. \Jhen the subsLnce to be 

exornined is in the crystl1ine phase, coriideration must 

be given to the environinent of tIie molecule. The most 

noticb1e effect is the chnnge produced In the rottion1 

spectrum. The molecules of crysti have re1tively 

fixed orientation in space rind, except for the cese of so- 

clled free rotation, the rotation is trnnsformed into 

vibrion ¡ibout r'n equi1ibrium position. This change of 

rotation into vibration replaces the pure rottion1 spec- 

trum with frequencies corresponding to r f;ster osci1i- 

tory motion. Likewise, the rotntion1 structure of the 

iritern]. molecul'r vibrztion is eliminted. Simiirrly, 

the rnslation of the molecule is ransformed into a vi- 

bration, so th.t in solids l degrees of freedom may be 

considered vibrticnal. 

At first glance, the vibrationni spectrum of a mole- 

cule may seem little affected by tho transilon from the 

vapor to c e condensed phase. On closer irspection, how- 

ever, a number of important differences appear. The 

nature of the fie structure of the vibrational bnds 

shows n significant change. Placing a symmetrical mole- 

cule in unsymmetricl surroundings moy so alter the selec- 

tion rules that previously forbidden transitions will ap- 

pear. 1;nother eff:ct may be the splitting of a degenerate 

vibration. These latter effects will be of prirnnry 



lmport3nce here. 

Bhgvrntni md Verkttryudu (2,pr.+-28 and 3, 

pp.127-160) hve deve1oed a method for the deduction of 

selection rules for mo1ecu1r crystals. They use the 

crystr11ogr?phic unit cell Bs the brsic unit nd this Is 

taken as an example of the spiice group for the crystal 

lattIce. The laws of group theory rre then pl1ed to 

this spce group to detemine th number nd type of vi- 

bratlons expected to occur. Although they consider the 

cciclte and aragonite crystal structures in detail as ex- 

amples, the method is qulbe complicated and will not be 

reiterc;ed here. 

A simpler method h:s be.n devised by Halford (13, 

pp.8-1). He treats the motiona of t.e o.ecuie moving in 

a potential field which reflects the symmetry of the sur- 

rounding cryst1. Thus, he -voids the use of space sym- 

nietry and returns to point symmetry. Although this is n 

idelIzation the ccuplIg between motions of r:ighboring 

molecules is generiily small so that this analysis can 

safely be applied. Halford directs rttention to czrain 

points in the crystal called sites. These si'es lie on 

one or more symmetry elements. The operations of the 

space group gen:rr te within the same unit cil a number of 

equivalent sites hich la loss than the order of the 

group. There is a rule of crystallography which states 



tht the center of grvity of r symmetr1ci molecule is 

locrted on ; site. This requires tt the site group be 
a sub group of the molecular group. The potentiel energy 

considered from this point thus hs the symmetry of the 

site group. The occupant of this site is then t:ken s 

an exemple of the symmetry of the motions of the molecule 

and assignments to symmetry species ere mde without re- 

gard to motions of the rest of the molecule. 

Crystrls of the cricite structure (InBO3 and ScBO3) 

are representations 

of this space group 

are D3 and C31. St 

molecular group D3h 

of the space group Dd. Sub-groups 

vhlch are approrriate for this cse 

.ice the site group D3 is sub-group of 

of the borate ion while C3 is not, 

the bor:te ion is on site D. The indium or scndiurr ion 

will then occupy slte C3. Crystris of the ragonite 

structure (LrB03) are representations of the V space 

group. Here, the site groups rre C and C, the borate 

ion being placed ori the site C. this e se it hs 

been shown by Couture (6,p.153), in an rtic!e criticizing 

Halford's paper, that the inthanum Ion riso occupies e 

site C1. Application of the previously described analysis 

by group characters using these site groups gives the re- 

sults shoin in Tble 2 end Table 3. 
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TABLE 2 

CALCULATION OF NORMAL MODES AND ACTIVITIES 
FOR BORATE ION IN CALCITE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE. 

D3 E 2C3 3C2 
"t r n 

IR R 

A1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 * 

Â2 1 1 -1 3 1 1 1 * 

E 2 -1 0 1 1 2 * * 

O /2 

3 0 -1 tl+2c0s95 

1 2 u(R) 

12 0 -2 

6 0 2 2 coz ( i + 2 coz 

These calculations show that no change is expected in 

the infrared spectrum of bortes in the ceicite structure. 

In both ne1yses, one nondegenerte and two pairs of 

doubly dgenerate vibrations are expected. The conclu- 

sions for the aragonite structure present a contrrsting 

picture. Six frequencies are now e pected in place of the 

three. This arisss from the fact tht the synmtric1 
stretching motion is now allowed and both pairs of degen- 
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ernte motions hve been split. The correlation between 

the predicted modes of the molecular group and those of 

the sub-groups is shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

CALCUL:TION OF NORML MODES AND ACTIVITIES 
OF BOR.TE ION IN ARAGONITE CRYSTAL STRUCTURES. 

C E n n, n n IR R 
s r V 

A' 3. 1 7 2 i * * 

k" 1 -1 5 1 2 2 * * 

O O 

3 1 i+2cos 

2 u(R) 

2 

6 2 2cos(+1+2cos) 

The vibrrion1 sectrum in cryst1s h:ï 1so been 

discussed by Hornig (18,pp.1063-1076). The selection rules 

are examined on tìe basis of the unit cell group, which is 

a factor group of the spce group. If the crystal Is ap- 

proximated as a harmonic oscillator, it is shown that Oflly 

e few vibrational modes may be active in the infrared. 
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rfhey re ail tot .Lly symmetric with respect to translation 

2nd have the proper symmetry with respect to tthe unite cell 

group. It is further shown that calculations bsed on the 

unit cell group give re;uits identical to those obtained 

with the use of the site group. 

TABLE + 

CORBELATION TABLE BET\EEN: 
(.\) D31 AND D3; (B) D3h AND C 

D3h D3 

A' 
i 

2 

E' 

A" 
i 

, 1 

A1 

E 

D3h Cs 

A' 
i 

n. 

A' 
2 

E' 

PI 

2 

E" 

Hornig iso considers the effect of anharmonicitj. In 

the harmonic oscillator approirn. tion, it is expected tht 

the spectrum will consist of very sharp lines. However, 

in practice, wide bands are found a.r'd this is attributed 

to anharmonic coupling between internal modes and 
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lattice modes. 

COUPLING IN THE OUT.-OF-PLANE MCDE 

Coupling of inbern1 v1brtions bteen neighboring 

molecules is usudly quite small and h s therefore gener- 

lL been neglected. Howevr, in recent iwestigations, 

Decius (8,p.i91; 9,p.19i-6; na 1O,pp.129O-1292) hs ob-. 

servod this effct In the spectre of some crbontes nnd 

nitrites of the r: gonite crysti structure. It ws ob- 

served th t while nitrates nd ce.rbonrtes which cryst 1- 

lize in the c:1cite structure show isotonic shifts in the 

out-of-p1ne bending mode ( which conform to the pre- 

dictions of the Teller-Redlich product rule, those In the 

r gonite structure show marked deviations from the ex- 

pected results. In the spectr3 of the ccite-type crys- 

tris, to simple, shrp perks found h1ch correspond 

to the presence to two isotopes of nItrogen or carbon. 

The aragonite spectra zre riso split into two regions of 

bsorption correspond.rg to the different isotopes, but 

each region shows severnl disiinct maxima. Suce the 

borrtes of the prusent investigation 1so cryst ilize in 

these two types of lattice, this effect will be considered 

in some deti1. 

In order o explin this phenomenon, Decius hs devel- 

oped a theory bsed on force constnb which couples the 

out-of-plene vibrations of nearest neighbors in the 



crystal lattice. The borace ions ere so err nged in the 

regoriite lattice that ne;:rest neighbor ions occupy posi- 

tions vertically above one another, the piene of the ion 

being taken as horizontal. For LaBO3, the distance between 

nearest neighbors is 2.915 A (12,p.69). In the calcite 

lattice nearest neighbor borate ions lie at such an angle 

to each other that the angular factor in equation (69) is 

very small and there is little contributIon to the coup- 

ling. The closest ions which can contribute are copinar 

and lie at greater distances from one nother than adja- 

cent ions in eragonite. For SeBO3, this distance Is i-.75 A 

and for InBO3, +.77 P. 

The dipole interaction energy between the dipoles of 

adjacent ions, produced during the 
2 

vibration, is 

V' = - (2 cos Q1 cos Q1 sin Q2 COS(), 

(70) 

where and are the magnitudes of the dipoles; R is 

the dIstnce between their centers; Q1 end Q2 are the 

angles wich Ji and 2 subtend from the line between 

their centers; and % is the angle between the projections 

of the dipoles In the piane perpendicular to the line. 

Assuming the diples to be linear In the out-of-pL-ne 

coordinates, ¿, of the a.jacent borate ions, i. e., 



3h = a (71) 

the potentini onergy for this motion cnn be expressed by 

2V = F( 
¿2 2) 

+ 2F' J (72) 
1 2 1 2 

Here F is the force constnt for the fr3e molecule out-of- 

piene bending motion (previously written F22), end F' is 

the coupling constnnt. In the rragonite structure, 

2 
= O, so tht F' is given by 

2 
2e 

F' - ___ - 

- R3 
(73) 

The negative sign is of interest, for n internction con- 

stent of this sign is nccessnry to propt.rly explain the 

experimental results. 

The frequency of motion In a crystal containing only 

one Isotopic species cnn be calculated with ease. The 

secular determinant of the form 

- 
=0 (71f) 

is again employed. Here, the G matrL Is a constant 

matrix with diagonal element )h + (1/3) , (this Is G22 

obtained earlier). The potential energy Is given by 

2V = F i: 
2 

2F' E (75) 
I i i ii+l 



The F matrl is thus ntrix with digonal elements F 

nnd first off-di&gonsl elements F'. Since only those 

modes in which J.l ions vibrate in phase will be toteily 

symmetric with rcspct to translction end thus infrred 

ective, solution of the seculcr äeterminint yields the 

role tion 

(0) = j(F + 2F'). (76) 

Study cf n termoleeuler couiing in crys ls by the 

method of isotopic dilution hns been discussed by 

Hrostowski nd Pimentel (l9,p.661) end by Ifiebert and 

Hornig (17,p.918). Substitution of deuterium for hydrogen 

gives rise to almost conpiete uncoupling of the isol'ted 

atom. In the present case, sub;ition of B11 for pro 

duces e much smaller shift in the unperturbed frequencies 

due to the smeller percentrge difference in weight. This 

requires the use of ' second-order perturbtion tretment 

to account for the distribution of frequencies. 

1hen en etom of another isotopic species is introduced 

into the lattice originelly contin1ng only one isotope, 

the syiumetry of the lattice is perturbed. This causes e 

breekdon in the selection rule that only the mode in 

which ail out-of-plane bending vibrations move with iden- 

tical phase can absorb. some of the possible orrrigemerxts 

and their normal mcdes are shown in Figure +. Ìodes for 
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one, two, and three ions of one isotopic species sur- 

rounded by ions of another species are given, giving 

thcse for the hevy isotope and those for the lighter 

one. 

For the calcul ion of frequercies of the isotoic 

mixtures, lt is necessry to deal with determinants hlch 

correspond to the situ tions illustr; ted in Figure +. The 

situe ion of two of the seme kind surrounded by members of 

the other species results In G end F matrIces of the forms 

G' C O O F F' O O 

O G O O F' F F' O 
and 

O O G O O F' F F' 

O O O G' O O F' F. 

(77) 

These mtrices ar ectuelly perts of much larger ones, but 

since the coupling constant acte onJy between neirest 

reighbor, only these prt need be corsidered. 

It is r. well known result of perturb: tion theory 

(32,pp.229-232) that the introduction of a smnli disturbing 

Influence upon a system brings about e second order correc- 

ticn to the energy of 

t't 
H 

- (7') 

I 
Htt - Ht,t, t;Ét' 
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where the H's represent the elements of the secular deber- 

minant. For the perturbation calculation it is convenient 

to make a tempor ry distinction between the 1nter etion 

constant which couples the two modes with matriz element 

G from the terminal ones with element G'. The F matrix 

can then be represented by 

F F" O O 

F" F F' O 

(79) 
O F' F F" 

O O F't F 

and F" is treated ac the perturbation torm. The matriy 

which transforms the unperturbed F and G matrices to diag- 

onal form is 

1 1. 

tJ= 
-1 

The unperturbed frequencies are the roots of the central 

22 determinant which are found to be 

and 

40 
2l 

= G(F + F') (Co) 

= G(F - F') (81) 



The effect of the perturbation term F" which couples the 

unperturbed rncdes to the modes of the terminsi atoms is 

found from 

G'F G'F' G'F' O 

GF' GF' - G(F+F') O - 
GF' - O G(F-F') 

G'F' -G'F' 
G'F 

(P2) 

Then, from the seculr dterm1nnt snd eqution (78), the 

second-order correction is found to be 

GG'(F')2 

2k + s (83) 
- G'F 

A similar trestment for the other possible rrngements 

yields the results t'bulsted in T8ble 5. In the tb1e, 

n refrs to the number of isolnted molecules nd is 

given by 

GG' (F' 
2 

- G'F 
(8+) 

nk 



TABLE 5 

UNPERTURBED ROOTS AND SCOND-ORDER CORRCTIONS FOR 
OUT-OF-PLANE VIBRA TIONS IN AR GONITE-TYPE LATTICE. 

n k 

i 

2 1 

2 

3 

1 

III 

GF 

G(F + F') 

G(F - F') 

G(F+ Ç2F') 

GF 

3 G(F- 'fl2F') 

I I 
I 3 + 5 

i G(F+ - F') 
2 

2j 

Ii 

J. 

21 

i 

O. 276+.? 

5". 

TI CHRISTIPNSEN FILTIR EFFECT 

At this point, lt Is pproprite to mention the 

Chr1st1:nsen Filter Effect in connection with the previ- 

ously discussed coupling effect. In the eperiment1 data 
to be presented, sorne question mny rrise s to the origin 

of the fine structure of the out-of-p1ne bending mode un- 

less precautions re taken to eliminate this possibility. 

It is yell known that e finely ground suspension of 

prtic1es in liquid medium, for which the prticles nd 
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the medium have the seme Index of refraction, exhibits 

high trnsrn1ssion of' light. This effect in mulls ex- 

mined In the infr-'red hns been discussed by Price and 

Tetlow (25,pp.1157-1162). They have shown thEt small b- 

sorption peaks mry occur near n absorption bEnd due to 

rapid changes in the refrrctive index associated with the 

band. As the band is approched from the low frequency 

side, the refrctive index ircreses until it rerches r 

maximum, CrUSiflg P high reflectivity and high loss due to 

scattering. Prssing through the band the refractive in- 

dex suddenly fl1s end, s the band is emerged from on 

the high frequency side, scattering losses re reduced to 

a minimum. The suspension thus passes through an absorp-. 

tion minimum md then begins 'o absorb again s the 

in which the bsorption band affects the refractive index 

is left. Thus, the suspension may exhibit transmission 

perk on the high frequency side of the bsorption band. 

This in turn, my give rise to what appears to be n small 

absorption peak on the high frequency side of' the trans- 

mission peak. 

Since this small peak may be confused iíith one due to 

couping, precautions must be taken to eliminate the 

Christiansen effect when possible. This can be accom- 

plished by grinding the solid to so fine a powder that the 

particle size is much less than wave-length of the light 
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used so thnt no scattering is produceci. In he sccion 

on experiIfl3ntLl procedures, metod for prcp'ring the 

mulls is described in which very small p'rticle size is 

produced. Therefore, it is felt that the Christiansen 

filter effect may justly be disregzrded in the interpre- 

ttion of the spectra. 



EXPERIMENTAL 

PREPPR'TION OF NíTERIALS 

Boric îcld. hen borrts contilning the nrtural ìbun- 

d.nce (.i8 
1O nd j311) of the boron Isotopes vere de- 

sired, CP boric acid (Co1em n nnd Bell) ws used. 

Boric cid containing 96% B'° ws prepzred from the 

eIernent. i boron of this isotopic concentration purchssed 

from the O'k Ridge N.tionl Lbortory. The boron w-'s 

treted directly with ecess concentrcted nitric 'cid. 

The resulting solution ws diluted with w&;er, filtered, 

nd evapore ed to dryness, sny excess nitric cid being 

volatized in the process. The residue was dissolved in 

water, treated with fonte to remove the yeLiowish color, 

and agin evporated to dryness. À white crystalline pre- 

paration of the enriched boric acid was thus obtnined. 

Boric cid containing intermediate r'tios of the iso- 

trt;s ws prepared from mixtures of the C? and enriched 
compounds. Solutions of both were prepared md their con- 

centrtions accurrtely determined by titration agrinst r 

standard solution of NaOH by mrnnitol addition. Approp- 

nate amounts of the two solutions :ere mied together 

and allowed to evaporrte to dryness. Boric acid samples 

containing B-°-B-3- ratios of 5O-5O, 6O%-)+O, 7O-3O%, 

and 8O-2O were prepared. 
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In ll ceses the finìl evporrtion of the boric F'cid 

solution cs performed with enre, since boric acid loses 

wter even t only slightly elevated tempern tures to form 

HBO2 nd which would not form the desired bortes. 
Metal Oxides. A 99.7% pure ssmple of scandium 

ide wns purchased from A. D. Mecky, Inc.. The indium o- 

ide was generously donted by The Consolidated Mining and 

Smelting Company of Cenada imited. T,nnthan .. um hydroxide 

was prepared from CP lanthanum nitrate (Fischer Scientific 

Company) by addition of excess concentrated ammonium hy- 

droxide to a solution of the nitrate. The precipitte was 

washed with water and dried at 1000 C. 

g Borates. The borates w re prepared by the method 

of Goldschmidt and Hauptmenn (12,pp.51i.-8). For both the 

scandium and indium compounds approximately equiv .. lent 
amounts of boric acid and the metal oxide were mixed and 

ground thoroughly together with a mortar and pestle. A 

slight excess of boric acid was used to gu-rd against boric 

acid loss during heating. In the case of lanthanum, ap- 

provirnately twice the equivalent amount of lanthanum h- 
droxide was used. The finely ground mixtures were then 

pressed into tablets at pressures of 12,000 -1,00O 

pounds per square inch. These tablets were then placed in 
platinum crucibles and heated in a muffle furnace, first 
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t O00 C for twenty-four hours, then nt 6000 C for s1 

hours, '.nd £in'i1y rt 8000 C for forty-eight hours. 

fter the heting, the tablets were crushed nd tre;ted 

wiLh & 10% soJ,ution of cetic acid to remove :fly unreacted 

starting materils. The resu1tin preparation was a whito 

(light yellow for InBO3) granuir metilic borate. 

Verifietion the Crystal structure. In order to rs- 

certain if the desired product hs been formed, X-rry 

photographs of the powders were obtined. The instrument 

wrs a General Electric XD X-ray Unit. These photographs 

were then compared with the X-ray data given by 

Goldschmidt and :iauptmrnn (12,pp.62-67). Generally excel- 

lent greement wrs found. It was soon seen th&t those 

samples which hd the desird crystal ztructure showd a 

tharacteristic infrared spectrum. The infrrd spectrum 

ws then used as a sufficient mens of verifying the struc- 

ture, X-ray photographs being taken only in cases where 

some doubt existed. 

SAMPI PREPARfTION 

All spectra obtained were with the mterial in the 

forni of a mull with Nujol. The borrtes form very h'rd 

crystals and require considerable grinding in ordr to 

form a good mull. The borate ws first ground rs finely 

as possible with n mortr and pestle. The powder was then 

transferred to a ground glass plate and ground with a 
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small rock srlt pinte using smr11 mount of Nuo'. Vhen 

graIniness could no longer be felt, thr nttcrir1 s 

p1rced between two rock s'1t (potss1um bromide rindo:$ 

biere used with the cesium bromide pr±sri) w1ndos whose 

Inner urfcces hd been ground with et 600 A emery pper 

nd then rubbed together with 31 mIcron Corundum grinding 

powder to insure parallel surfaces. The rntrio3. vts 

ground between thce indos until a light bulb observed 

through the windows appeared yellow to orange. The $iO 

of the particles in the mull was thus of the order of t he 

ave length o visible light, or about one micron. The 

import&ìce of this proees and the sm11 particle size he's 

been discussed in connection with the Cbristiimsen 

Filter Effect. 

TITE SPFCTR! 

The spectronieter used for the measurements wes a 

Perkin-Eliner Model 112 C instrument. It employs the 't1sh 

(29,p.96-99) double pass monochromtor nd is equipped 

with a sigril arplifiei and e Brown recorder for utomatic 

recording of the spectre. The record obtained from thE 

Brown recorder gIves the tr8nsmitted energy versus vave 

length. The ratio of this curve of the sample to the 

curve obtained with a blank gives a pJot of percentage 

transmission of the sample versus wavelength. The prism 

of the Instrument can be changed so that the dispersive 
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properties of the sevír1 pr:Lsms 'vail able can h 'td to 

the best dvantage. In this investlgJion, the sodium 

s t -.1 
chloride prism 'nz used for the region 1'O - 67$ cm 

Calibration c:iecks for he sodium ch1oide prism ere 

occasionally made using the ammonia spectrum. The CO2 

peak a1 668 cm was used r'.s a reference point for ech 

curve obtained and the error in absorption maxima is about 

-..1 

O.$ ci The limit of resolution in the sodium chloride 

region is taken cs l. cm" (lO,p.1290). The error in the 

cesium bromide region is increared considerably bj cali- 

brabion difficulties encountered in the particLar re1on 

studied. Here the error will be taken s ±2 cf1. 
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HESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The spectra of the borates of lantharmm, indium and 

scandium, with vrying &-° - B11 ratios, are shown in Fig- 

ures 5 - il. A tabuletion of the absorption peaks is given 

in Table 6. 

Assignment of the bsorptions to the normal modes is 

not difficult. Hibben (16,p.123), working with the Reman 

spectra of Na2I3)O7 xH2O and 1131303 - NaOH solutions, hs 

established a viue of 93+ cm for the totally symtric 

vibration. This corrsponds closely to the absorp- 

tion maximum at 939 cm in the LaBO3 spectra. This as- 

signment is supported by the absence of this peak in the 

spectra of both InBO3 and ScBO3, as predicted by both point 

group and site group analysis. Furthermore, this peak un- 

dergoes practically no shift i1th the varying isotopic ra- 

tios of boron. This is exactly as is expect1 frôm the 

Teller-Redlich product rule (Equation 68). 

he remaining three modes are easily assigned when corn- 

parison is made with the spectra of carbonate nd nitrate 

ions nd with boron trifluoride. Table 7 shows the absorp-. 

tions of these compounds and their assignments as given by 

Herzberg (11+,p.l78) compared with those of lanthanum bor- 

ate. Absorption maxima for the other wo borates diffe . r 

but little from those of LaBO3 and their assignments 
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' cmL) 

w -i i(crn ) 

Li 1(crn) 

Li3 
( 

<14. 
cm) 

T!BTLE 6 

ABSORPTION FJAXS OBSERVED FOR THE BORPE lUN 

18 - 82 

939 

718 

790 

1275 

595 
613.5 

18 - 82 

50 - 50 

939 

723 

790 

1315 

596.5 
61 

InBO3 

50 - 50 

Lr 

60 - 
939 

722 
730 
790 

1320 

596.5 
61 

96 - 

70 - 30 
939 

722 
731.5 
789 

1315 

597 
615 

18 - 82 

80 - 20 
91f0 

721 
735 
789 

1325 

597 
611+. 5 

ScBO3 

50 - 50 

96 - 1+ 

939 

720 
71+0.5 

785 

1330 

597 
615 

96 - 1+ 

a_s --- - - - ___ __ - s-fl 

y1+o 737.5 736 71+0 735 733 
765 766 767 770 779 789 

1260 1260 1300 121+0 1250 1265 

672 672 675 61+0 61+1 61+2 -'J 
L) 
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TABLE 7 

FUND tNT L FRQTLNCIES OF SOME PLANAR XY3 MOLECULES 

i4olecuic W1(cm1) L)2(cif1) (cm) W(enH) 

C0 1063 879 TLi5 680 

N% 1050 831 1390 720 

888 691 l6 +8o 

BO 710 1250 595 
939 to to to 

(TJz13O3) 790 1350 615 

fo11o' directly. The region from 710 crn1 to 790 crn con- 

teins 'bsorption mexima which re readily identified with 

the out-of-plane bending mode both by position rnd 

by the behrvior observed upan varying the isotoole consti- 

tution. The great breadth of the absorption occuring in 

the neighborhood of 1300 cm suggests that this mode is 

probably degenerate. Comparison with the spectra of airr1 

lar molecules in Table 7 ider:iies it as 1)3e the degen- 

crate stretching motion. The low frequency absorption i 

then assigned to the degenerate bending mode. This 

choice is verified by its position In the spectrum end the 

splitting observed for LaBO3. The constancy of the ratio 

of the intensities of the two peaks with changing isotopic 

constitution shows the twin absorption peeks to he due to 



sp11t1ng of the degenercy in the orgon1te crystr'L struc- 

ture nd not to absorptions corresponding to the different 

isotopic species. 

It is of interest to compare the predictions of the 

site group and the free molecule group analysis with the 

observed spectra. The point group naiys1s gave four nor- 

md vibraLions, three ( 'J2, 
3, 

nd ii) of which vere to 

be infrared .. ctive. Sibe group na1ysis of the crystalline 

phase shoved no change for the calcite structure ssurnod by 

IflBÜ3 end SeBO3. J\ccording1y, the spectrs of these corn- 

pounds show rbsorptions corresponding to only three modes. 

For the 'rgonite structure site group analysis predicted 

some significant changes. For this structure the totliy 

symmetric mode (L)) is ei1o'ed in the infr.red tmd both of 

the degenerte modes and re spilt. In the iBO3 

spectra five absorptions -re observed, not includIng the 

isotope effct 

Is preaent rnd 1 split as redicted. rJowever, 

the expected splitting of 'J3 failed to mnterialize, pro- 

sumb1y because the spliLting was not sufficient to allow 

resolutIon of the two peaks in this very broad absorption 

band. Howevrr, the utility of sIte group nslysls for 

this case is amply demonstrated. Furt;her evidence of the 

effect of the crystalline state is shown by the decided 

shift of in the different compounds. 
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aJ.cuiation of the force constants (except for 22 
was 

coomp1ishe1 by the ue of equations (6b). The choice of 

fi eueneiea was baacd on Table 6. It ha& been shown by 

He].op arid Linnett (15,p.1264) that the values of the 

fotee constants ( - Ø ) &n1 (Ø - $ ) are e'trrne1y 

sersit1ve to the s;a&11 sotopio shift observed in 1)41 a 

v:riation of ± 0.2 cin in the frequency shift leading to 

variations of 3 and 3O, reEpeetively, in the con- 

stants for BF. o that the nost accurate value6 posib1e 
for and 41 might be used, the freçuero1es given in 
Table 6 for t)4 ( taken as the average value of the two 

peaks for LaEO3) were plotted againet isotopic constitu- 
tion. The frequencies obtained by extrapoiation of the 

curve to 0 and l0O were - 606.25 and 

'J11 603.?b cm. Taking the value of as 130 cm, 
the Teller-Redlich rule was used to obtain the value of 

1284 cm for The spectrum for LaBO3 containing 
82 B11 confirms this as a reasonable choice. 

In evaluation of the force constants one fiiids two 

equstioris oonnecting F34 and F44, one of which is linear 

and the other quadratic. This results in two solutions 

for these costants. Besides those values given in Table 8, 

solutions for F34 and F44 were obtained which result in the 

following values for the $'s: Ø 4.159 md/A; Ø 2.076 

md/A; 
Ø - 

ø s 1.759 md/A; and Ø - 0.589 md/A. 



TABTE 8 

BORATE ION FORC CÛNST.NTS AND COMPARISON ITH BORON TRIFLUORIDE 
(millidyne s/Ang strom) 

F11 = 8.311 

F22 = 0.97314. 

F33 = 5.325 

= 1.232 

= 2.778 

BO in La BO3 

= 8.311 

22 
= O.97314 

= 5.275 

..O.587 

= 0.695 

BO in mEO 

= 6.287 

= 1.012 

= O.97314 

- = -.0.587 
sp 

- = 0.695 

F = 5.008 ) 
s 

_s;; 0.9214 

F.:lf 1.O7+ p 

* -t= 0.81+3 
F=3.37)+ 

li?3 

çs = 7.15 

= 
0.839 

45 = 0.87 

- ;, = ..0.263 
sp 

sp 

- = 0.5275 

13%- in ScEO 

F33 = 

F31+ = 1.292 

F = 3.113 

ssp _ 
= -0.702 

- = 0.778 

-V. 
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i coniderb1y rnt11er thn i to be from 

cpr1on with r3F. F'urthermore, the tond bending 

conßtnt and the Interaction contnt Ø' are both 

much larger then la to be expected. Coneçuent1y, theae 

solutions nere dicarde In favor of' the more reasonable 
values given in Table 8. 

Force constants In both the (CF and GVF systems are 
g.ven In Table 8. Constants calculated from the deta for 
ScBO arad InBO are included for cases In hieh significant 
chances are expected. rrhe accuracy of the tabulated values 
is dependent upon the accuracy with irhtch the frequencies 
cen be determined from the spectra. For this error 
Is I cm leading to an error in F of 0.05 md/A. An 

estimated error in 14 of f- 2 orn nd in of 10 

4l results in errora of about 0.1 md/A in F3, F4, an 

F44, This makes little allowance for ariharmonicity and 

particularly for iJ, where the great breadth indicates 
strong anharmanic coupling with lattice modes, and i)., 
which shows considerable shift between the comaounds, the 
error probably exceeds the above est±mate9. 

Table 3 also includes force constants for the Isoelec- 
tronic molecule boron trifluoride. The values are those of 

Heelop and Linnett (15,p.12) except for the out-of-plane 
constant which is taker. from W1son, Deciue, and Cross 

(32,p.178). The higher value of for DF indIcates a 

higher resistance to stretching of the valence bonds in 



13F;5 then In BO. fte borate ion he a greater res1tance 

to C1sp1acement of the central Etorn along the out-of-plane 

coordinate, a i shown b its hghcr value of . The 

positive value of shows the tretc1Àrg o' one ß-O bofld 

to rvor contraction of an adjacent B-Ci bon. The nec- 

Uve in of (ø - indicates the Gtretchinß of one 

bond. favors an inereae In the ansie ppo6ite that bond.. 

Eoth of these can be accounted for by repulsion between 

non-bondeô.. oxygen atoms. Comparative values of the 

constant& show this to be stronger ir the borute .on th&n 

in BF, although experental uncertainty makes an 

accurate eoLiipariaon di.fri.cult. 

The torce conetant the coupling constant F' 

Lor the borate ton in LaBO were calculated from equations 

(76) and. the equation for from 'lable . Value$ of the 

abìorptin ¡axiaia itere used as follows the absorption of 

the oryìtai ccrntaining pure as ?40.5 cm; the absorp-. 

tion of ¿n ìo1ated borate in oontairiin k:10 surrounded 

by bQrate ions eontairJ.n 1 aì ?90 The values 

thus obtained are given in Table 9 together with values for 

several nitrates and carbonates given by Deoiu (io, 

p.l24). The distance 1 between nearest neighbor i.ons is 

included for reference. The value Ft -0.1215 md/A is 

considerably higher than that f ouni for the other compounds. 

xie result of this greater coupling can be seen in the 

spectra of the several compounds. While Decius found five 



TABLE 9 

COUPLING CON STANT FOR OUT-OF-PLANE VIBRATION 

ubatanee F'(md/A) R(A) 

KNO3 -0.045 3.225 

CaCO3 -0.081 2.860 

rCO3 -0.078 3.050 

BaCO3 -0.069 3.275 

LaBO3 -0.1215 2.915 

cU.stinct maxima in the 
2 absorption band of KNO3, only 

three are resolved for LaBO3, the high degree of coupling 

tending to smooth over this band. 

Using these value8 fox' F22 and F', frequencies of the 

normal modes for one, two, three and tour molecules of one 

isotopic species surrounded by members of the other species 

were calculated from the expressions given in Table b. 

Frequencies were not evaluated for the modes u22, 
-32' 

and L53 since from Figure 4 it can be seen that the first 

two will have zero intensity and the latter will be very 

weak. The calculated frequencies are shown in comparison 

to the observed spectrum of LaBO3 (80g B10, 20% B11) in 

Figure 12. Although qualitatively good agreement is found, 

the high degree of coupling unfortunately prevents a very 

close comparison between the theory and the experimental 

results. Nonetheless, the excellent agreement found by 
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Decius for carbonates and nitrates nd the qualitative 

agreement found here serve to juti.ry use of the coupling 

theory to explain the observed phenomena. 

The spectra of' SeBO3 and InDO3 present a somewhat con- 

trasting picture. In both aees, the out-of-plane mode 

shows only tT T O maxima. The geometry of the calcite crystal 

structure ith coplanar nearect neighbors (9 
2 

/4, 

Equation 69) suggests a po3itive value for the coupling 

constant. The relatively large distance between neighbor- 

ing ions causes one to expect a very small value for this 

Oase. These predictions are born out by the work of £)eciue 

(9,p.l946), ho has obtained a value of F 4 0.0003 md/A 

for CaCO3 in the calcite form. Unfortunately, the occur- 

rence of only two peaks in either borate spectra provides 

insufficient data for a cnlcuiation. However, a few 

qualitative observations can he made. The two naxima in 

SeBO3 and InBO show a shift towards higher frequencies 

than those in LaBO3, which iB in agreement with the exist- 

erice of a positive F'. Further indication of coupling 

comes from the failure of' both SeBO3 and InDO3 to conform 

to the Teller-Redlich product rule. In both eases, a 

separation of 29 to 30 cm- is expected between the two 
peaks. InBO3 shows a shift of 25 to l cm- and cBO3 a 

shift of 30 to 56 cif-, the actual shift depending on the 

isotopic constitution. 



The dipole derivative a ( à ) ìi been evalu- 

ated fr LaQ3 using equation (72), Taktnj the distance 

between nearest neighbor ions to be 2.915 A yields the 

value a 3,88 Debye/A. This la shown in Table 10 together 

with the values calculated by Deolus (lO,p.1294) for some 

carbonatea and nitrates. lnee no study of the absolute 

intensities 'sas gnade, eithei' in this investigation or in 

that of DCOiUS1 it Is difficult to ju1ge the reliability 

of these values. An intensity investigation (lO,p.1294) 

of the beading mode of CO2 has yielded a value of 0.985 

Debye/A, which ZìOw5 the value reported here to be of 9 

reasonable order of ragnitude. 

Finally, the diie orÁ'ent of the B-0 bond an be eval- 

uated from a knowledge of the dipole derivative ( p./c5). 

Ir one asunes that the dipole produced during the out-of- 

plane vibration is Just the um of the components of th 

bond dipoles alcn the syuiuetry axis, then ( k/cS ) 

(3,p/1 ) for smaLl diplaeernents. The v1ues cf JA in 

lable 10 are calculated from trie prevtou equction. 

Calculations were also made for the carbonates and nitrates 

using the dta of Deolus. Vaiue of , the X-Y bond dis- 

tance for the XY molecule are takei from Wyckoff (3, 

chap.VII,p,2) for Cor and N0 and from Zachariaen (4, 

p.5C0) for BCE. 
Ag&in lt le difficult to assess the reliability of 

these results due to uncertainty in the values for the 



TABLE 10 

DIlOLE DFRIVATIVES AND ROND 
iOMENTS FOR SOME PLANAR XY3 MOLECULES 

Substance ( )(D2bye/A) I(A) ,1(Debyes) 

LaBO3 3.88 1.35 1.75 

CaCO3 3.12 1.25 1.30 

SrCO3 3,29 1.25 1.37 

BaCO3 3.64 1.25 1.52 

KNO3 2.77 1.25 1.15 

dipole derivative. Comparative values are available from 

the summary of bond momente by 1èartington (22,pp.4?6-479). 

The moment of the C-O single bond is given as 0.7 to 0.9 

Debye while the C0 double bond has a moment of 2.3 to 2.5 

Debye as determined from simple organic molecules. From 

this, the values obtained here seem to be quite reasonable, 

which suggests that this method may prove of value in 

determinations of this nature. It will be of interest to 

see quantitative comparison of this method with the direct 

dipole measurements. 
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